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Abstract— Artificial Intelligence has always been used in designing of automated agents for playing games such as Chess, Go, Defense of
the Ancients 2, Snake Game, billiard and many others. In this work, we present the development and performance evaluation of a reactive
agent for the RPG Game Tibia. The intelligent agent is built using a combination of AI techniques such as graph search algorithm A* and
computer vision tools like template matching. Using four algorithms to get global position of player in game, handle its health and mana,
target monsters and walk through the game, we managed to develop a fully automated Tibia agent based in raw input image. We evaluated
the performance of the agent in three different scenarios doing ten sessions of fifteen minutes and five sessions of one hour, collecting and
analyzing metrics such as XP Gain, Supplies Usage and Balance. The simulation results show that the developed agent is able to play the
game consistently according to in-game metrics.

Keywords— Automated bots, TIBIA, Artificial Intelligence, Computer Vision

I. INTRODUCTION

G a ming is a huge industry that generated $22.4 billion
in sales in 2014, according to the Entertainment Soft-

ware Association [1]. In a Massively Multiplayer Online
Role-Playing Game (MMORPG), thousands of players can
play together inside a persistent game world [2]. Accord-
ing to Cano[1], "of the tens of millions of players who play
games daily, 20 percent play massively multiplayer online
role-playing games (MMORPGs)". Inside the the MMORPG
platforms, a lot of players use to trade virtual goods within
thriving in-game economies.

According to Ferreira et al.[3], Tibia is a Massive Multi-
player Online Role-Playing Game (MMORPG), developed
by CipSoft. Tibia is also one of the oldest games in the genre
(1997), with a community that surpasses 500.000 players, for
which 40% of these are Brazilian.

Artificial Intelligence has many fields of actuation when
dealing with games. After many research efforts in order to
come up with an AI that is able to play against a human be-
ing, in 1997 the Deep Blue computer, made by IBM, was able
to beat the world chess champion Garry Kasparov[4]. An-
other milestone happened in 2009 when an AI named Fuego
beat Chou Chun-hsun, the world champion in GO, a chal-
lenging board game far more complex than chess in number
of possibilities (even though it was using a small board than
the official one)[4] . Moreover, in March 2016 Google’s Al-
phaGo AI, defeated Lee Sedol, the winner of 18 international
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titles, in March 2016 [5].
Looking to survey approaches of solving Snake Game and

build an AI Bot that solves it in minimal amount of steps,
Sharma et al. [6], compared Best First Search, A* Search, A*
Search with forward checking, Random Move and Almighty
Move according to its traits and proposes an AI bot mixing
them, after the evaluation of them, they proposed an AI bot
that used Best First Search in the first 4 fruits, then A* with
Forward Checking for the next 34 fruits and then Almighty
Move for the next 62 fruits, which resulted in an AI Bot that
can solve Snake Game in 100 iterations, which outperforms
the other algorithms alone. The authors propose in the dis-
cussion session a different game to train normal players using
a shadow snake controlled by their AI Bot which the player
has to mimic their movements to earn score.

Looking at the field of electronic games, the programmers
use AI mostly to model automated bots that compose the be-
havior of enemies as well as game assistants. On the other
hand, there is a field of actuation in AI that tries to create
an agent to play on behalf of a human player in electronic
games. These piece of software are known as game bots[7].
Therefore, game bots usually uses AI in order to play the
games automatically and this function is considered a great
challenge and a complex computational benchmark.

Towards the construction of such game bots, Dharmawan
and Hanafiah [8] discuss the usability of a clicker bot based
in template matching for gacha games which are games with
chances in freemium business models, these kind of games
share a trait with MMORPGs which are the common need to
farm lots of resources, that the bots saves the user lots of time
and effort by automating the farming. In its work, the author
prefer to present the results according to the computational
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performance and accuracy of the functions implemented in
the clicker bot, in this paper we took a different approach,
evaluating the performance of agent according to some mea-
sures given by the MMORPG itself.

Regarding pathfinding in video games, Cui and Shi[9]
discuss about A* algorithm and its related optimiza-
tions Hierachical Pathfinding A*(HPA*) and Navigation
Mesh(NavMesh). Moreover, the authors describe optimiza-
tions to the heuristic function used by A* by using an over-
estimating function in order to trade shortest path for a faster
search, then it describes ways to optimize memory usage of
A* with approaches such as allocating a minimum node bank
in memory and using Iterative Deepening A*(IDA*). The
authors also suggest using hash tables for the list of closed
nodes and a binary heap for the list of open nodes in order to
optimize the data structures used by A*. Cui and Shi[9] also
discuss relevant applications in the game industry presenting
how well known titles such as Age of Empires II, Civilization
V, and World of Warcraft handle the pathfinding problems.

In order to develop an autonomous navigation system for
a robot, Ayala-Raggi et al. [10] used two view-based ap-
proaches, one using SURF, RANSAC and Proscutes analy-
sis and another one using template matching with Normal-
ized Cross Correlation(NCC), both using a panoramic image
composed of 3 images of the camera in a robot that covers
76º x 3 = 228º. The main results indicated that the SURF
approach was more consistent in regard to the addition of
obstacles which NCC template matching failed.

Since publication of Mnih et al.[11], that used raw in-
put of screen to feed a deep learning model for playing
49 Atari games and achieved super-human levels in 29 of
them, academic community mainly focused in solving prob-
lems adopting raw image input by applying machine learn-
ing techniques. On the other hand, in this paper we try to
bring another light in these problems by using knowledge-
based systems with AI and Computer Vision techniques to
play a complex game using raw image as the input for the
proposed agent, but not using expensive computational tech-
niques such as deep learning.

The main objective of this work is to present the devel-
opment of a reactive agent, based on artificial intelligence
and image processing, that is capable of playing Tibia using
visual information and generating common inputs. The pro-
posed agent is then evaluated in three different scenarios and
the game metrics are collected in order to measure its perfor-
mance during the game play.

The present work is organized as follows: Section II
presents the necessary background with the two main tech-
niques used to develop the intelligent agent, such as A* al-
gorithm and Template Matching for dealing with the raw im-
age input. Section III explains the game Tibia, such as the
map size, interface and mechanics. Section IV presents the
methodology used to create the agent and evaluate it. Section
V presents the simulations we did for each scenario presented
in Section IV the results and our interpretation of the results.
Section VI presents our conclusions about the work and our
possible future developments.

II. BACKGROUND

Since the proposed intelligent agent is based in two main
techniques, in Subsection a it is shown the basic background
of A* search algorithm. In Subsection b shows the back-
ground knowledge about Template Matching, the computer
vision algorithm employed as well.

a. A* Algorithm

The A* algorithm is a path-searching and graph traversal al-
gorithm, which is usually used due to its completeness and
optimal efficiency[12]. It can be seen as an extension to Di-
jkstra’s algorithm. Its main difference to Dijkstra’s algorithm
is the cost function which is: f (x) = g(x)+h(x) where g(x)
is the cost to reach current node and h(x) can be a graph of
costs or an heuristic function that estimates the cost to the
goal node.

For its optimality it is necessary that the heuristic func-
tion h(x) meets certain requirements. The first condition
is that h(x) has to be an admissible heuristic. An admis-
sible heuristic means that it never overestimates the cost to
reach the goal. Since g(x) is the cost of the actual state, then
f (x) = g(x)+h(x) never overestimates the cost along of each
path[12].

Another requirement is that the heuristic function h(x) has
to be consistent. Consistency means for every state x and
every successor x′, the cost of reaching h(x) has to be lower
than the cost of the action from x to x′ plus h(x′), which can
be seen in Equation 1 [12]:

h(x)<= c(x,a,x′)+h(x′) (1)

According to Hart et al.[13], given a node s, a set T of goal
nodes and the successor operator Γ, the A* search algorithm
can be described as:

1. Mark s as open and calculate f (s)

2. Select the open node n whose value of f (n) is the small-
est, resolving ties arbitrarily, but prioritizing any node
n ∈ T

3. If n ∈ T , mark n as closed and terminate the algorithm.

4. Otherwise, mark n as closed, apply the successor op-
erator Γ to n. Calculate f (n′) for each successor of n′

and mark as open, every successor that has not already
been marked as closed yet. Remark as open any closed
node n′ which is a successor of n and for which f (n′) is
smaller now than it was when n′ was marked as closed.
Go to Step 2.

b. Template Matching

Template matching is a method used in digital image pro-
cessing in order to find a small image in a larger one. It can
be implemented by simply sliding the small image window
in the larger image as a 2D convolution and comparing patch
of larger image under the template one. Several comparison
methods can be used, such as Cross Correlation or Square
Difference.

The problem of template matching has been studied ex-
tensively in the field of computer vision for years. Many
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approaches were applied in almost all tasks of computer vi-
sion such as stereovision, camera calibration, recognition of
objects, etc[14].

In Brunelli[15], the author presents the simplest template
matching technique used in computer vision known as planar
distribution of light. This technique takes the intensity values
and transform them into a vector x, that can be compared, in a
coordinate-wise fashion. This produces a spatially congruent
light distribution represented in a similar form by vector y.
The formula is given by Equations 2 and 3:

d(x,y) =
1
N

N
∑
i=1

(xi− yi)
2 =

1
N
||x− y||22 (2)

s(x,y) =
1

1+d(x,y)
(3)

The lower the value of d(x,y) or the higher the value of
s(x,y), the better in indication of pattern similarity.

Since s(x,y) is the comparison function, there are numer-
ous functions that can be used in its place. The library we
used in our intelligent agent was OpenCV 4.2.0[16], and it
implements three of them with their normalized variants. Our
agent was coded to use the comparator named correlation co-
efficient normalized.

III. TIBIA

As in any MMORPG, the main idea of the game is to evolve
the player’s character through hunting. This action gives the
player money and XP (indicator for experience), and allows
it to participate in the game history through quests and wars.

So an intelligent agent is a tool that has been used for a
long time by players to evolve their characters through end-
less hunts. The main idea behind an intelligent agent is to
automate an action to evolve the player’s character through
simple algorithms. In this work the goal is to evaluate an
agent throughout measures of efficiency in order to produce
the maximum XP per hour on Tibia. The map of Tibia is
composed of 2304x2048 SQM(Square Metre) and 14 floors
which gives a total exploration size of 66.060.288 SQMs,
whether all parts of the map is available to walk through.

As it can be seen in Fig. 1, the Graphics User Interface in
Tibia is kept as simple as possible. At the upper right corner,
there is the minimap which shows the player’s position in
the game and enables it to navigate through the world with
a click. Immediately beneath, there is located the current
equipped items. Below it, there are the health and mana bars,
which indicates the current amount of life and mana of the
character. At the center of the screen, there is the main game
screen. It consists of a matrix of 15x11 SQM and shows
the actions of the characters in the player vision. Beneath
it, there is the hotkeys bar, which contains the shortcuts to
spells, items and text. Immediately bellow it, there are the
text channels which shows all the actions that happens during
the game play. The rest of the interface is placeholder for
containers and windows that show specific statistics.

Tibia is a MMORPG which every action has some kind of
cooldown involved. In general, there are 4 (four) types of
cooldowns that are important to consider when building an
intelligent agent for Tibia:

• Movement: It is the cooldown between movement from
an SQM to another. Every SQM has a type that deter-
mines the amount of cooldown in conjunction with the
player level.

• Attack Spell Group: every attack spell adds some global
attack spell cooldown when cast, in general has a cost of
2 (two) seconds from the last time the spells were used;

• Healing Spell Group: Every healing spell adds in gen-
eral a 1 (one) second global healing spell cooldown;

• General Item use: Usually the player can use one item
for every second with some exceptions like the potion
of mana shield;

• Basic Attack: The basic attack is based in weapon
equipped and has a cooldown of 2 seconds.

a. Vocations

Tibia has 4 vocations, each of them with unique traits and its
advantages and disadvantages.

• Knight: is the vocation which excels at melee combat.
It has the highest amount of health points gaining 15
health points, 25 oz of capacity and 5 mana points per
level. It evolves faster in melee skills(club, axe and
sword) and shielding skill. Its spells are mostly focused
in melee combat and tanking damage. Its main damage
attribute is based on the weapon it uses(some weapons
can have elemental damage thus making Knights ele-
mental damage dealers).

• Paladin: is the distance combat class. It has a balanced
amount of health points and mana points gaining 10
health points, 20 oz of capacity and 15 mana points per
level. It evolves faster in distance fighting and shielding
skill. Its spells are mostly focused in distance combat
and self regeneration.

• Druid: is the healing mage class. It has the least amount
of health points and the most amount of mana points
gaining 5 health points, 10 oz of capacity and 30 mana
points per level. It evolves faster in magic level. Its
spells are mostly focused in healing, although it has
some nice combat spells with Terra and Ice attributes.

• Sorcerer: is the damage dealer mage class. It has
the least amount of health points and most amount of
mana points, exactly like druids, sorcerer gains 5 health
points, 10 oz of capacity and 30 mana points per level. It
evolves faster in magic level. Its spells are most focused
in dealing damage with Fire and Energy attributes.

b. Skills

Each player in Tibia can evolve different skills during their
gameplay, they represent their expertise with said type of ac-
tion, these skills can be separated in 3 main types:
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Fig. 1: Tibia Interface. (a) In Red: Minimap, (b) In Yellow: Equipped Items, (c) In Orange: Health and Mana Bars, (d) In Green: Main
Game Screen, (e) In Blue: Shortcuts and Hotkeys, (f) In Violet: Text Channels

• Melee skills: They are 3 skills (club, axe, sword), re-
sponsible for the damage done using melee weapons
and knight attack spells. Can be evolved by using ba-
sic attack while using a weapon of the skill type.

• Distance skill: It is the skill responsible for the damage
done using distance weapons (bows and crossbows).
Can be evolved by using basic attack while using a bow
or a crossbow.

• Magic Level: It is the skill responsible for the power
of spells in general(healing and attack spells). Can be
evolved by spending mana points.

c. Combat

The action of hunting creatures in Tibia involves attacking
them until their health points reach zero. Players can attack
creatures in two ways: basic attack and attack spells. Most
creatures that give experience points in Tibia are aggressive,
this means that they will engage in combat with the player as
soon its with a certain range of them. Creatures don’t have a
global spell cooldown which means every two seconds they
can cast all of their spells, however its unlikely to happen
because the spells are cast by chance. In order to survive
the engagement players can use healing spells and potions to
restore their health points and to keep using spells they can
use mana potions to restore their mana points.

d. Hunting

A variety of places in Tibia has spawns of creatures which
each of them gives a specific amount of experience points
and items dropped(loot) while having a specific amount of
health points and attack(which is a combination of basic at-
tack and spells), some creatures are better to hunt for XP and

others for loot. What makes a good hunting spot in Tibia is
the combination of amount, density, respawn time of crea-
tures in it, the difficult of hunting there and its popularity.
Since Tibia is not a instanced MMORPG and its world is
shared between the entire game world, the best hunting spots
are usually disputed which may turn them a bad choice for
hunting, so the popularity of a hunting spot is a factor to con-
sider too because most hunting spots does not support more
than a player hunting which will decrease the amount crea-
tures each player will be able to kill. The hunting in Tibia
basically consists of killing creatures doing a specific circu-
lar route, ensuring that when the player completes the route,
monsters have respawned. Each vocation has particular hunt-
ing spots that are best suited to it.

IV. METHODOLOGY

The world of Tibia is composed of 2304x2048 SQMs and 14
floors, which gives a total size of 66.060.288 SQMs. This
amount of information must be loaded by the proposed agent
in order to use the GPS (Global Positioning System) of Tibia.
Since each SQM is represented by 3 bytes (BGR), the whole
map size accounts to 189 MB.

In order to make a fully automated hunt agent we built 4
agents that run simultaneously:

• GPS Algorithm: it is responsible for retrieving the
global position of the character;

• Healing Algorithm: it is responsible for healing the
character and not letting it die;

• Target Algorithm: it is responsible for targeting mon-
sters, hence defeated them and “looting” (collect) their
items;

• Cave Bot Algorithm: it acts to walk around the hunting
place according to the GPS;
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Get Floor Using
Template Matching

Resize Minimap to
25% it's original size
in both dimensions

Get the best match
pixel and multiply by
4 each coordinate

Template matching
using minimap

resized against full
map resized

Add half minimap size
to each coordinate in

matched pixel

Set current position
as the resultant

coordinate

Fig. 2: Diagram of GPS Algorithm

In Fig. 2 is shown the proposed GPS algorithm, which
is an optimized template matching to get the minimap and
match against the full map. The first step is getting the floor
which will be a template matching against each of 14 pos-
sible floor positions located at the right side of the minimap
which provides the correct floor. After that, to find a good
match, the algorithm resizes the minimap to 25% of its ori-
gianl size, at each dimension and match against a copy of the
full map, also resized to 25% of its original size. This pro-
cess reduces the search space to 1.179.648 pixels, which in
BGR means 3.375MB.

The healing algorithm is a simple pixel check in the health
and mana bars. If the specific pixel has not the expected
color, then a configured healing shortcut is sent to the game.

Target Monster and
set isTargeting to true

No

Yes

No

Is there a 
configured monster in the

target window?

Yes

Yes

Is there a 
red/pink pixel in the

target window?

No

Shift+Right Click
Around character

and set isTargeting
to false

isTargeting?

Fig. 3: Diagram of Targeting Algorithm

In Fig. 3 is shown the target system, which is a tem-
plate matching to get the monsters in the target window and
matches them against a preconfigured monsters hunting list.
If the match is above some preconfigured threshold and there
is no red/pink pixel in the target window (which means the

character has already engaged some other monster), then the
algorithm will click the monster to attack it. After defeat-
ing the engaged monster, the target algorithm sends specific
keybindings to the positions around the character, in order to
collect the items generated by the victory.

No

Yes

isTargeting?

Get Current Position

Get Next Position Calculate path with A*

Walk next SQM

Fig. 4: Diagram of Cavebot Algorithm

In Fig. 4 is shown the cave bot algorithm, which takes
as input a circular buffer of positions to walk. It walks to
the next position while there is no monster targeted. If there
is a targeted monster it stops, then continue walking. The
walking stage is based on the A* search of map space do-
ing optimal search decision based on the speed of the cur-
rent position towards destination. The map of tibia contains
information about the speed at each SQM which is used as
weights for A* algorithm.

a. Agent Evaluation

During the gameplay, the TIBIA’s character has some perfor-
mance measures. In general, TIBIA measures the following
indexes:

1. XP Gain: this is the mainstream measure. It increases
when the player kills creatures and decreases when the
player dies;

2. Loot: this is the sum of the value of all items dropped
by creatures in gold pieces;

3. Supplies:this is the sum of the value of all items wasted
to hunt the creatures in gold pieces;

4. Balance: this is the Loot minus the Supplies in gold
pieces;

5. Killed Monsters: the amount of killed monsters.

Because Killed Monsters and Loot are linear dependen-
cies of the other three, during the simulations, we evaluate
the agent performance using three main measures: XP Gain,
Supplies, and Balance.

V. SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS

There is a variety of monsters in Tibia for hunting although
since we only had a character of level 89 we had a limited
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variety of hunting places to choose, for this reason we chosen
three hunting places that would fit our test character.

In order to evaluate the performance of the pro-
posed agent, we designed three test scenarios: Sce-
nario I: Wasp cave(Ab’Dendriel), Scenario II: Nomads
Cave(Ankrahmun/Darashia), and Scenario III: Lion Sanctu-
ary(Darashia). The scenarios are described in Table 1. For
each scenario, we ran the agent for 10 times, with sessions of
15 minutes and for 5 times, with sessions of 1 hour. For each
run session, the agent began in similar starter points.

Our choice of doing 10 sessions of 15 minutes was due
to two main reasons. First to test its reliability and stability
against bigger sessions in terms of results and second due to
Tibia stamina system, which gives bonus XP in the first 180
minutes of gameplay each day, hence, with our choice we
have been able to conduct one test scenario per day.

TABLE 1: DESCRIPTION OF THE EVALUATED SCENARIOS.

Scenario Description

I. Wasps This is the easy level and the main mon-
sters the agent has to face is Wasps. Each
Wasp may attack only for a low amount of
damage which is healed by only food the
agent is eating. The main difficulties an
automated agent can face here are the map
exploration.

II. Nomads This is mid-level hunting spot which holds
a high-demand item(rope belt) which has a
good value for Loot hunting. The main dif-
ficulties an automated agent may face here
are the high amount of creatures.

III. Roaring Lions This is a high-level popular hunt spot for
great XP Gain with little to no waste in
terms of Balance. The main difficulties
an automated agent may face here are the
high amount of damage creatures inflict to
it.

a. 15 minutes sessions

In Fig. 5 it is shown the agent performance during the 10
sessions, using the Scenario I. It can be noticed that the bal-
ance variable has a high standard deviation, deviating from
the average especially in runs 2,6,7,8,9. This happened be-
cause of the random nature of drops in Tibia. Once a Wasp
monster is defeated, the dropped items does not follow a pat-
tern. Notice, however, that the XP gain is stable, because it
is related to the experience in defeating the related monster.
Considering the Supllies measure, it can be seen that there
was a higher use of supplies in run 1 and a suddenly loss dur-
ing run 5. This happens due to the use of brown mushrooms
as supplies which is used once every 264 seconds. So as the
agent is running during sessions of 15 minutes, it means that
it will be used around 15∗60/264 = 3.4 mushrooms for ev-
ery session. Therefore, there are sessions that will use more
than the expected 3 mushrooms.

In Fig. 6 it is shown the agent performance during 10
sessions, using Scenario II as well. It can be noticed a lower
standard variation in balance when compared with Scenario
I. This is due to the drop rate of valuable items from nomads
being higher than of the wasps. This summed to the higher

0,00

0,05

0,10

0,15

0,20

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

XP Gain Supplies Balance

Simulation I - Scenario: Wasps

Fig. 5: Normalized results of Wasps Scenario.

amount of monsters defeated resulted in a lower standard de-
viation of the balance variable. The variation that can be
noticed in the XP Gain is due the nature of the cave scenario.
Thus, sometimes the agent end up walking through a hole in
the cave, having restarted its route.

0,00

0,05

0,10

0,15

0,20

2 4 6 8 10

XP Gain Supplies Balance

Simulation II - Scenario: Nomads

Fig. 6: Normalized results of Nomads Scenario.

In Fig. 7 it is shown the agent performance during 10
sessions, using Scenario III. It can be noticed a high stan-
dard deviation in balance. This is due to the low drop rate
of items from Roaring Lions. It can be noticed that the XP
Gain and Supplies are tied due to the amount of supplies it
takes to defeat a Roaring Lion. This is the unique Scenario
that the proposed agent had to use Mana Potions to defeat
the monsters, since each Mana Potion costs 56 gold pieces
the balance got hit by it. It can be noticed too, that there
is a standard deviation in XP too, which is mainly because
some players killed monsters of the hunting place while we
were running the session during some sessions and secon-
darily because the agent actually killed more Roaring Lions
during the session sometimes.

-0,50

-0,25

0,00

0,25

0,50

2 4 6 8 10

XP Gain Supplies Balance

Simulation III - Scenario: Roaring Lions

Fig. 7: Normalized results of Roaring Lions Scenario.

We also conducted another analysis, plotting each measure
into the three evaluated scenarios. In Fig. 8, it is shown the
XP for all scenarios (with no normalization). Looking at the
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8, as expected the XP Gain of Roaring Lions was clearly
above Wasps and Nomads due to the nature of each scenario.
We note too that nomads has a high XP Gain which is of
course due to the Scenario being a higher level of difficult
than Wasps, since a Wasp gives 36 XP while a Nomad gives
90 XP.

Run

0

25000

50000

75000

100000

2 4 6 8 10

Roaring Lions Nomads Wasps

XP Gain

Fig. 8: XP Gain results of all simulations.

Run

-10000

0

10000

20000

30000

2 4 6 8 10

Roaring Lions Nomads Wasps

Balance

Fig. 9: Balance results of all simulations.

In fig. 9 as expected balance of Roaring Lions scenario
runs were the lowest since its nature is basically XP Gain
without any profit. We also noticed that Wasps balance are
under Nomads balance because Nomads scenario is a higher
level of difficulty than Wasps. In addition, it is noticeable
that there is a high standard deviation in the balance which is
due to the randomness nature of loot in Tibia.

b. 1 hour sessions

0,00

0,05

0,10

0,15

0,20

0,25

1 2 3 4 5

XP Gain Supplies Balance

Simulation I - Scenario: Wasps

Fig. 10: Normalized results of wasps for 1 hour session.

In fig. 10 is shown the results of 5 sessions using the Sce-
nario I. It can be noticed a much lower standard deviation in
comparison with fig. 5, which is probably due to the higher
duration of the sessions. This is a good result since it sig-
nals the stability of the agent performance in this scenario.
The Balance still has higher deviation due to its random na-

ture but the impact has been smaller in these higher duration
sessions.

0,00

0,05

0,10

0,15

0,20

0,25

1 2 3 4 5

XP Gain Supplies Balance

Simulation II - Scenario: Nomads

Fig. 11: Normalized results of Nomads for 1 hour session.

In fig. 11 is shown the results of 5 sessions using the
Scenario II. It can be noticed a lower standard deviation in
comparison with fig. 6, which shows us that the higher the
duration of the sessions, stabler are our agent results. The
Balance metric still shows a some standard deviation, but
lower when compared to the 15 minutes sessions.
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Simulation III - Scenario: Roaring Lions

Fig. 12: Normalized results of Roaring Lions for 1 hour session.

In fig. 12 is shown the results of 5 sessions using the Sce-
nario III. It can be noticed that there is almost no deviation
in XP Gain and Supplies, which signals the stability of the
proposed agent in this scenario. The Balance still has a high
deviation due to the low drop rate of some high value items
from Roaring Lions.

c. Comparison with human players

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed agent
we got a volunteer to run a session of 1 hour in Scenario I
and Scenario II. The volunteer was not able to run a session in
Scenario III, after trying to go to the hunting place one time
and dying, he gave up due to his skills not being enough for
it. Our volunteer was a 26 years old with basic knowledge of
the game. The sessions were done using the same character
which we conducted the agent sessions.

In fig. 13 is shown the comparison of the session done
by the volunteer with the best and worst sessions done by the
agent in Scenario I. It can be noted that the agent achieved
almost the same XP Gain of the human player, which means
it killed almost the same amount of creatures as the human
player did. In regards to balance, due to the random nature
of loot, the agent may had a bad luck in its worst session but
almost the same balance of the volunteer in its best session.
The Supplies were in the range of 60 to 140, so it did not
appear on the chart.
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Fig. 13: Comparison of Human Volunteer with Best and Worst
session of 1 hour for Scenario I - Wasps.
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Fig. 14: Comparison of Human Volunteer with Best and Worst
session of 1 hour for Scenario II - Nomads.

In fig. 14 is shown the comparison of the session done
by the volunteer with the best and worst sessions done by
the agent in Scenario II. It can be noted that the agent’s per-
formance was better than the volunteer in both XP Gain and
Balance. Supplies were in the range of 130 to 140, so they
did not appear on the chart.

When doing a preliminary comparison with public ses-
sions recorded by some gamers, in the environment de-
scribed here as Nomads Scenario the proposed agent pro-
duced around 15.000 balance of gold pieces per session of
15 minutes which translates into 60.000 gold pieces per hour
against 78.000 of Cyf [17] and in the environment described
here as Roaring Lions Scenario the proposed agent produced
a result of around 70.000 experience points per session of 15
minutes which translates into 280.000 experience points per
hour against 350.000 experience points per hour of [18]. This
results are primarily due to faster input/output of the agent
and its nature as an automated agent of never being affected
by emotions.

VI. FINAL REMARKS

This paper presented the development and evaluation of a re-
active agent for the MMORPG Tibia. The proposed agent
used only raw data input as the main screen of the game and
an algorithm based on Template Matching to process the im-
ages. Furthermore, it has been implemented a GPS module
based on the A* algorithm which is used to guide the agent
through the map and target monsters along the way.

The evaluation consisted of three distinct scenarios with
three different levels of difficulties. For each scenario, the
agent is submitted in sessions of 15min and 1 hour, and three
main measures are collected: XP, Supplies, and Balance. As
expected, in the most difficult scenario, the Roaring Lions,

the agent made XP close to what an human player would
do, but without dying a single time in the evaluated sessions.
In the easier scenarios, suited to farm gold pieces, the agent
behaved well farming values near to what a human player
would farm.

Future research investigations include: a) improvement
of the proposed agent framework to allow the evaluation of
players, gathering all their inputs and outputs visible through
the screen, in order to evaluate the agent’s performance
against other players; b) comparison with agents using other
approaches such as reinforcement learning; and c) bench-
mark with more human volunteers; d) Research the optimum
value of map resize for the best performance of the GPS Al-
gorithm.
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